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Montgolfière. Large 4-seat sofa, L.285 x H.75 x D.115cm. Plain or patterned fabrics (Paris, London, 
Istanbul), designed by Marcel Wanders. Padded fibre and foam-filled seat cushions. Fibre and foam-filled back 
cushions and armrests. Metallic and solid wood structure. Base in metal with bronze finish. Other dimensions 
and elements available. La Parisienne and Chess cocktail tables. Up lamps. European manufacture.

La Parisienne. Dining table, L.299 x H.75 x D.115cm. Top in Fénix® veneer (black or white) or oak 
(different shades available). The bottom in MDF and glossy lacquered polyurethane (10�colours). Base in solid 
beech upholstered in Marcel Wanders fabrics, hooves in steel with black chrome finish or bronze with nickel 
finish. Other dimensions available. Opérette chairs. Mariposa suspension lights. Moucharabieh rug. 
European manufacture. 

Wonder. 2-door sideboard, L.230 x H.75 x D.50cm. MDF panels with the exterior in high gloss lacquer 
finish, printed interior with exclusive Artwork design in matte or high gloss finish. Niche central display with 
lighting. Base in polished stainless steel or black nickel. Other dimensions and finishes available. Up lamp. 
European manufacture. 

Ed i t o
To create a collection is to bring together designers, talented makers 
and exceptional artisans, to design furniture and objects, that beyond 
their function, reveal a soul.
It is also an opportunity to open up to new perspectives, to different 
approaches. This season, Marcel Wanders, one of the most talented 
designers of his generation, offers us Globe Trotter: a collection – like 
a journey – eclectic and poetic, each piece of which gives the feeling 
of having been brought back from an imaginary expedition. We are 
delighted to unveil the first images of this collection, and a range of the 
new Autumn-Winter 2018 creations. We invite you to discover more in 
our showrooms and on roche-bobois.com.
Roche Bobois. French Art de Vivre.

Montgolfière
Designed by Marcel Wanders

SOFAS

Cover:

“This collection is a tribute to the explorer that we all 
dreamt to be. Travelling is an experience that changes 
someone and I wanted each piece to evoke this feeling of 
bringing back a treasure from a distant land.”

La Parisienne
Designed by Marcel Wanders

DINING TABLE
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Satellite 2. Sofa per elements, L.369 x H.74 x D.106cm. Upholstered in Soave leather, cowhide, corrected grain and pigmented finish. Electrical mechanism with 
multiple positions, transforms each seat into a lounge chair – 2 motors per seat with multifunction digital remote and USB outlet (also available with manual mechanism). 
Padded duvet cover in leather, entirely hand-made. Foam-filled seat and back cushions. Structure in metal and solid wood. HR elastic straps suspension. Base in chrome-
plated metal. Optional deco cushions available. Alto cocktail and end tables, designed by Joëlle Rigal. Fleur de coton floor lamp, designed by Alessio Bassan. L’Oiseau 
Botté rug, designed by Delphine Chopard. European manufacture.

Itinéraire. Sofa per elements, L.410/318 x H.90 x D.312/274cm. Lift fabric. Contrasting piping. Back cushions with double depth and rocking mechanism (also exists 
in fixed version), adjustable armrests. Padded seat cushions in foam and cotton. Solid wood structure. HR elastic straps suspension. Available in other dimensions. Deco 
cushions in option. Itinéraire cocktail table, designed by Philippe Bouix. Reine floor lamp, designed by Chape & Mache. European manufacture.

Coin
Designed by Dmitry Kozinenko

Cocktail table with structure in sheet metal with 
matte lacquer finish and exterior upholstered in 

fabric, leather-like fabric, or leather. 
Legs in steel with matte lacquer finish. 

H.31.1 x Ø 95cm
European manufacture.

Bubble
Designed by Sacha Lakic

Armchair upholstered in Techno 2D, 3D 
or 4D fabric, exclusive to Roche Bobois. 

Entirely padded sofa. Shaped bi-density HR foam. 
HR elastic straps suspension. Structure in solid wood 

and engineered composite wood.
L.120 x H.77 x D.113cm

European manufacture.

Itinéraire
Designed by Philippe Bouix

SOFA PER ELEMENTS IN FABRIC, DOUBLE DEPTH BACKS
Satellite 2
Designed by Sacha Lakic

SOFA PER ELEMENTS, MULTI-POSITION “FULL RELAX” SEATS
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Escale. Large 3-seat leather sofa, L.240 x H.68/100 x D.107cm. Upholstered in Tendresse leather, cowhide, corrected grain and pigmented finish. Tone on tone sewing. 
Adjustable backrests with manual mechanism, (optional electrical mechanism with remote control). Foam-filled seat cushions and armrests. XL cross-webbing elastic strap 
suspensions. Base in metal black-nickel finish. Other dimensions and elements available. Optional deco cushion available. Canopy cocktail and end tables, designed by 
Fabrice Berrux. Rays floor and table lamps, designed by Marta Bakowski. European manufacture.

Édito. Corner composition, L.358 x H.65 x D.107cm. Techno 3D fabric or Édito wool. Fibre and foam-filled seat and back cushions. Solid wood structure. Elastic straps 
suspension. Wenge-stained beech base. Other elements and dimensions available. Optional deco cushions available. Drop cocktail table, designed by Gaëtan Coulaud. 
Cactus floor lamp, designed by Fabrice Berrux. European manufacture.

No limit
Designed by Vanessa Mitrani

Vase in blown glass and fishes in porcelain.
Available in other colours and sizes.

H.40cm
European manufacture.

Fleur de coton
Designed by Alessio Bassan

Floor lamp with structure in stainless steel 
and 11 diffusers in Pyrex blown glass.
L.235 x H.240cm x D.50cm
European manufacture.

Édito
Designed by Sacha Lakic

CORNER COMPOSITION, TECHNO 3D FABRIC
Escale
Designed by Sacha Lakic

L ARGE 3-SE AT LE ATHER SOFA, ADJUSTABLE BACKRESTS
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Alchimie. Corner composition, L.370/370 x H.78/98 x D.106/143cm. Structure upholstered in Tendresse 
leather, corrected and pigmented cowhide. Seat cushions and backrests upholstered in Dadone fabric. 
Adjustable backrests with lacquered aluminium mechanisms. Sliding seats cushions with manual or electrical 
mechanisms. Solid wood structure. Cross-webbing elastic straps suspensions. Wenged-stained solid beech 
base. Optional deco cushions available. Trame cocktail table, designed by Alexandre Dubreuil. 
Ariane�Console, designed by Studio Roche Bobois. Nonette floor and table lamps, designed by Cédric 
Ragot. European manufacture.

Rays
Designed by Marta Bakowski
Floor lamp with pole in steel with epoxy finish. 
Glossy black color. Satin glass reflector with French hand-woven details. 
L.70 x H.181 x D.13cm
European manufacture.

Alchimie
Designed by Roberto Tapinassi & Maurizio Manzoni

CORNER COMPOSITION, ADJUSTABLE BACKRESTS
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Mah Jong. Modular sofa per elements, L.95 x H.19 x D.95cm. Fabrics designed by Kenzo Takada Yoru variant of Nô Gaku collection. Modular system which allows 
limitless options of composition using seat and back cushions, straights or corners (H.53cm). All elements are padded, quilted and handmade. Adjustable back rest options 
available. Small cushions in option. European manufacture. Collection of ceramics Aka and Gara_Juutan rug designed by Kenzo Takada.

Mah Jong. Bed, Frame: L.230 x H.102 x D.246cm (bedding 160 x 200cm). Fabrics designed by Kenzo Takada, Nô Gaku Yoru variant collection. Padded headboard 
cushions, foam-filled bed frame, hand-stitched. Solid wood structure. Base in black finish solid wood. Other bedding dimensions available. Quadrille armchair, designed by 
Alnoor. Clic connected bedside tables, designed by A+A Cooren. European manufacture.

Ombrelle
Designed by Christiàn Mohaded

Pedestal, cocktail and end tables with conical base in 
lacquered steel wire and top in lacquered steel sheet.
H.55 x D.60cm
H.34 x D.10cm
H.42 x D.70cm
European manufacture.

Sanur
Designed by Pierre Dubois & Aimé Cécil

Lamp in metal, Canon de Fusil finish, 
lamp shade in twisted metal. H.70cm.

European manufacture.

Mah Jong
Designed by Hans Hopfer & Marco Fumagalli

BEDDING 160x200CM, UPHOLSTERED IN FABRICS DESIGNED BY KENZO TAKADA
Mah Jong
Designed by Hans Hopfer

MODULAR SOFA PER ELEMENTS, UPHOLSTERED WITH 
EXCLUSIVE FABRICS DESIGNED BY KENZO TAKADA
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Originel. Sofa, L.280 x H.84 x D.107cm. Upholstered in solid Jokari leather, cowhide corrected grain, 
nubucked. Padded seat and back cushions in foam. Independent lumbar cushions in feather and foam flakes. 
Structure in solid wood. Cross-webbing elastic straps suspension. Base in solid beech with stain finish. Other 
dimensions and elements available. Paseo cocktail and pedestal tables, designed by Eric Gizard. Sanur floor 
and table lamps, designed by Pierre Dubois & Aimé Cécil. European manufacture.

Legend
Designed by Christophe Delcourt

Bookcase entirely in solid oak, with no metallic pieces. 
Oiled (eco-friendly) or stained and varnish finish (available in 8 colours).
L.195 x H.209 x D.40cm
European manufacture.

Originel
Design Sacha Lakic

SOFA IN SOLID LEATHER
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Grand Hôtel. Dining room: Dining table, L.260 x H.76 x D.120cm and 1 x 90cm integrated extension leaf. Ash veneer on slatted wood, solid ash base, 
silver – plated brass feet. Carbone high gloss finish. Decorator’s Opal patina finished top. Sideboard 2 doors, 4 drawers, L.208 x H.93 x D.51.5cm. Silver-
plated brass knobs, Carbone high gloss finished top and base. Console L.160 x H.76 x D.38cm. Chair L.50 x H.99 x D.45.5cm and bridge L.61 x H.99 x 
D.64cm, upholstered in fabric. Osange mirror, designed by Alnoor. Kyoto rug, designed by Corinne Hellein. European manufacture.

Préface. Modular sofa, L.465 x H.97 x D.233cm. Upholstered in Discours fabric. Contrasting piping. Entirely removable covers. Padded seat mattress, 
filled with goose feather and foam. XL padded back cushions in latex, foam and fibres. Structure in solid wood. HR elastic straps suspension. Base in Wenge-
stain wood with varnish finish. Also available in other dimensions and elements, and as an ottoman. Cascade end and cocktail tables, designed by Fabrice 
Berrux. European manufacture.

Flora
Designed by Alexandre Dubreuil

Floor lamp with base in terrazzo, arms in black steel 
finish, diffusers in sandblasted blown glass. 
L.51 x H.68 x D.34cm. Other dimensions available.
European manufacture.

Metallica
Designed by Luigi Gorgoni

Cocktail table with a structure in steel 
(different finishes available),

double trays in clear glass (thickness 8mm).
European manufacture.

Préface
Designed by studio Roche Bobois

SOFA PER ELEMENTS, FULLY REMOVABLE COVERS
Grand Hôtel
Designed by Aimé Cécil & Pierre Dubois

DINING ROOM
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www.roche-bobois.com

Profile. 4-seat sofa, L.279 x H.76 x D.95cm. Cabaret velvet (100% cotton). Padded seat cushions, backrests and armrests. Foam-filled seat and back cushions. Solid wood structure. XL cross-webbing elastic 
straps suspension. Base in Wenge-stained solid beech (also available with grey stain finish) and reinforced with metal. Lounge chair, ottoman and cushions upholstered in Jean Paul Gaultier Sakura Doré fabric. Octet 
cocktail and end tables, designed by Roberto Tapinassi & Maurizio Manzoni. Nomade floor lamp, designed by Carlo Zerbaro. European manufacture.

Profile
Designed by Roberto Tapinassi & Maurizio Manzoni

Printed on PEFC paper from sustainably managed forests.

Photography Michel Gibert. Photograph used for representational purposes only. TASCHEN, 
Stone Sculpture museum of the Fondation Kubach-Wilmsen, Sculpture: www.mpcem.
com, Editions Zulma, Flowered by Thierry Féret, Bruno Rousselot, I.nº0, 2013, Hôtel 
Dupanloup, Université d’Orléans.
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